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Just what IS a "survivalist family"? instead of "survivalist family" we could say "prepared family" or

talk about "family preparedness" but that is just so politically correct it makes one sick. Just because

the media don't like survivalists and therefore vilify them does not mean we have to change our

language. For our purposes, the Survivalist Family is defined as, "A multi-generational group of

people living in one house (usually consisting of a father, mother and their offspring) who take

positive steps as a cohesive group to prepare for possible future negative situations and

circumstances beyond their control." This book will guide you through all that is necessary to be

prepared for future uncertainty.
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This is an incredibly easy-to-follow book, complete with lists and priorities. It emphasizes doing

instead of buying and uses real life examples to explain why many tasks are emphasized over

others.At 195 pages it's not difficult to read and it won't provide earth-shattering secrets to make you

Rambo overnight. It focuses on the basics that most of us forget because we're too busy whacking

at the trees to see the forest. I have a good library and this is the book that everyone should start

with. If you are already an experienced prepper then you should still buy two copies of the book.

One to make sure you've covered the basics, and the other to give to your friends who still think the

government will save them during the next natural disaster.

Some believe the stereotype of survivalists as gloomy and pessimistic. But who could be more



optimistic than someone who believes he can help his family survive the worst of life's possible

catastrophes? The author of this book is a God fearing, law abiding and hard working Everyman

who sees the dangers and uncertainties in our modern life and has written a book for others like him

to help them prepare for whatever is in our future, good or bad. Those who read the title and expect

raving paranoia will be disappointed. Mr Fox is a retired Special Forces officer, Boy Scout leader,

and community volunteer who has seen bad times come to people around the world, some

prepared and some not, and has learned from their example. Those who expect most of the book to

be weapon oriented will again be let down. Guns are mentioned briefly, but the book is mostly

geared to more mundane but highly practical subjects such as lostproofing your children, valuing

skills over "Buying Stuff", food storage, hygiene, tools, evacuation kits, and most important, building

a healthy family unit that supports and encourages each other during bad times and good. The

information in this book can help every family deal with problems in the news everyday, including

floods, hurricanes, extended power outages, blizzards, terrorist attacks, economic disaster and

many more. Considering how expensive being unprepared for life's more serious problems can be,

this book is a bargain.

survivalist family by joe foxi think this book will be the "tappan on survival " for this decade .easy to

read common sense guide to helping people get on down the road of preparedness .small steps

everyone can do if they have the will to make sure that there family survives what comes at them .i

have a book case full of survival /preparedness books if i had to pick one book to give someone this

would be the one.i already have some ideas i have gotten from this book that i am going to add to

my plansnot a doom and gloom book , a stuff happens to good people this is how you handle it .

I believe that this book is an excellent piece for anyone who who is in any way concerned with:1.

Natural Disasters2. FEMA recommendations to have a "72" hour kit.3. The Economy4. Wilderness

survival5. Having a child get lost in the woods while camping.Not all of these things will concern

everyone, but if one or more of them concern you, this is the book to buy. Instead of telling you what

to fear, this book tells you what to DO.How to plan, how to prepare, how to DO.If you have ever

wondered about or considered any of these things as something that can affect you it is downright

silly for you not to buy this book.

There's not a lot of new information in this book for preppers, and quite frankly I feel the editing

could have been better due to so many typos and misspellings (as a retired teacher I notice these



things), but Mr. Fox's humor and quick wit is evident and entertaining, which is why I read the book

all the way through. Additionally, his good nature and Christian backing adds to the overall content

making this a book that, ironically, I will read again. There are few non-fiction books I read for

entertainment purposes, but this book evidently shows Mr. Fox's true character which is refreshing,

enjoyable, and down-right entertaining. I'd put it right up there with "Duck Dynasty" shows. Also, I

was quite surprised to see that Mr. Fox has a very impressive bio which explains why he is so

knowledgeable about prepping, survival techniques, and staying on top of the country's current

events. He is a man who knows his subject matter very well, and due to that honest approach I feel

confident that everything he has revealed in this book are tried and true techniques that will work for

anyone. My husband and I truly enjoy watching his online prepping videos and the book pretty much

follows the same flavor. Yes, I am sharing this book (sorry for cutting back on your royalties a bit,

Joe) and my friends seem every bit as entertained as we were. Good job, Pastor Joe! I would have

given this book five stars were it not for the typos and misspellings.

Only Ok, because as a older grandmother who had parents and family who had carpentry, repair,

gardening and hunting skills, I knew all but a few things in this book.(I also have a mini hobby farm

and animals and gardening skills). Most is common sense. I also lived throught the 70's Carter

recession and gas shortages as a young adult. I think it would prove most useful if you are young,

have no skills other than 'school', in which case it is a basic common sense course. I did learn 2

things. One milk cartons are not to be used for anything , other than my grandkids helmets for

playing sword fights. (it explains why the paint I put in one leaked the next year, and why when I fill

them and use them for pool tarp anchors they fall apart.... but, I kinda learned that... I do appreciate

his video channel and he has some basic common sense without the Macho, "gorilla huffing" that

seems to be on some of the other survivalist channels..... but then I am a 'farming grandmother', so

I tend to gravitate to those with more experience than 20 yr. old. something "children"......
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